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        “I'm a Multifamily Investor who buys property all over the country. In looking at Opportunities, I found a Property Represented by Insight Commercial Real Estate Brokerage. I'm New to the Lawton Market, So that's Always Challenging.  It has been my Sincere Pleasure to be Working with Bill Stamps on this Important Deal.  From the Very Start, when I first Inquired about the Property, Bill has gone Above and Beyond in helping to Facilitate this deal to completion. It Hasn't been an Easy One. Lots of Curve Balls along the Way, But with Bills Professionalism, Dedication, Creativity, and Old Fashioned "Get It Done" Attitude, I couldn't be in Better Hands. He was Instrumental in Helping Me to Get my Team in Place in this Market. I would Highly Recommend Bill, And Insight Commercial to Anyone interested in this Market. Thanks to Bill and Insight, We were able to put all the pieces together to complete our Deal. Many Thanks to Bill and The Others at Insight.”

        Matt Gardner
              

          
        

        “I have worked with Insight Commercial for nearly 5 years. Jason helped me find the best business location for my agency. And Nena has been a delight to work with as they have consistently managed the property we rent in a way that treats the tenants with great care. They also have been a great resource for all kinds of business advice. You would do well to partner with them on your business. I highly recommend that you give this team a chance to earn your business! ”

        Jason Hosch
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        “This was my 2nd time listing with Jason Wells and his team at Insight Commercial Real Estate Brokerage. Both experiences have been great. Jason went above and beyond to make sure both deals closed with such hard work and dedication! I looked into “Big City” brokers and interviewed them but no one had the insight of Lawton, Oklahoma, like Jason did. He knew how to effectively market the properties and walked us through the challenging aspects of each. He was always there for me and promptly returned phone calls and emails. Both properties closed and I could not have been more grateful. Thank you, Jason and Insight Commercial Real Estate Brokerage for your unwavering dedication, professionalism, guidance and hard work through both transactions!”

        LeeAnn Aubrey McIntyre
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Being a first time business owner can be a very daunting and stressful process. However, Melissa Busse, mitigated the process with her acute sense to detail, transparency in all transactions, and overall professionalism from the beginning to the end.  From the very start, she was quickly able to assess my needs and come up with multiple options for my consideration.  I cannot stress enough how patient and understanding she was throughout everything!  From one deal, I walked away with two huge assets: the perfect building for my business and a broker who I can trust and rely on for future investments. Thank you Melissa!!!!”

        Barbara Lavendusky
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Insight Commercial Real Estate has managed our property, Hamra Plaza, in Lawton, Okla. for the past six years.  They are very responsible for seeing that daily needs are met. Requests from the tenants with any issues are handled with immediate response and expertise. The Hamra family could not be more pleased with the excellent staff that oversees the management of our shopping center.”

        Hamra Property Co. LLC. 
        Google©
      

          
        

        “I have been a customer for 6 months now. Insight is great! Working with them is easy and the communication is the best. Nina always goes above and beyond to solve any issues with our property I lease. Also everyone there is very friendly and professional!”

        Aaron Ulloa
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Very knowledgeable and professional. We are a small client yet they go above and beyond to serve our business. Highly recommended!”

        Josh Ory
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Melissa has a work ethic that is out of this world and is a great person to work with. She goes above and beyond for her buisness and is a great asset to Insight.”

        Mallorie Scott
        Google©
      

          
        

        “I’ve made two deals with Bill & Insight over the past couple of years. They are a pleasure to deal with, care about your success, and I highly recommend doing business here. If you’re looking for a commercial space, ask for Bill Stamps @ Insight. Thanks Bill!!!!”

        Daniel Dittmeyer
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Melissa Busse is a delight to work with! She is very professional and knowledgeable… She has always taken the time to ensure you have a full understanding with any and all transactions. If you are looking for the person that knows this market… I highly recommend Melissa Busse from Insight!”

        Enrico Ramirez
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Insight Commercial Real Estate represents and manages Hamra Plaza, a large neighborhood center with several national tenants, in Lawton for many years. They are very aggressive in finding new tenants as needed and very responsible for overseeing the daily needs of our tenants. Requests from the tenants with any issues are handled with immediate response and expertise. We have a great representation of retail tenants which Insight brought to our shopping center. The Hamra family could not be more pleased with the excellent staff that overseas the management of our shopping center.”

        Sameera Murad
        Google©
      

          
        

        “Bill stamps helped me find the perfect location for my business. Showed me tons of options and helped me look outside the box. It’s been about a year now and I still love where I’m at. Bill helped me understand the lease, and made sure I was able to look at every property that could fit my needs. I couldn’t be more satisfied with Bill and the whole crew at Insight!”

        Aptattooart
        Google©
      

          
        

        “We are currently working with Melissa Busse.  Melissa is very professional in her approach to listing, marketing and selling your property. She’s friendly and bubbles over with enthusiasm. She puts you at ease. You immediately trust her judgement.  Melissa is currently working to find the perfect buyer for a commercial property we are selling. If she’s uncertain about something, or doesn’t know the answer to a question, she’s upfront and tells you immediately.  That’s refreshing. Then, she digs in, does the research, and communicates back with answers ASAP. I would highly recommend her to family and friends.”

        Joan Wise
        Google©
      

          
        

        “I have known Melissa Busse personally and professionally for almost 20 years and when I heard that she joined Jason’s staff at Insight I knew that she would be a perfect fit for them. Like Jason, her familiarity with Lawton, her hard work ethic and her business savvy will benefit anyone who gives her the opportunity to represent them. Highly recommend.”

        Ricky High
        Google©
      

          
        

        “I have worked with Melissa for many years and have found her to be an overachiever. Her work ethic is above and beyond anyone I have ever known. Having her on my team has made it stronger and more productive.”

        Sabrina Busse
        Google©
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        Get in Touch

        622 SW D Avenue

		    Lawton, OK 73501

        Phone: 580.353.6100

			jwells@insightbrokers.com
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            Your Email Address 
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